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Abstract
Using gauge transformations for the corresponding generating pseudo-differential
operators Ln in terms of eigenfunctions and adjoint eigenfunctions, we construct sev-
eral types of auto-Ba¨cklund transformations for the KP hierarchy with self-consistent
sources (KPHSCS) and mKP hierarchy with self-consistent sources (mKPHSCS) re-
spectively. The Ba¨cklund transformations from the KPHSCS to mKPHSCS are also
constructed in this way.
PACS number: 02.30.IK
1 Introduction
Soliton equations with self-consistent sources (SESCSs) are important models in many
fields of physics, such as hydrodynamics, solid state physics, plasma physics, etc. [5-13].
For example, the KP equation with self-consistent sources (KPESCS) describes the inter-
action of a long wave with a short-wave packet propagating on the x,y plane at an angle
to each other (see [12] and the references therein). Until now, several methods have been
developed in solving the soliton hierarchies with self-consistent sources (SHSCS) in 1+1 di-
mensions, such as the inverse scattering transform(IST), Darboux transformation(DT) and
so on (see[5-7,9-19]). Extension to 2+1 dimensions of the established methods investigated
for SHSCSs in 1+1 dimensions is a subject of current research. Recently, by treating the 2+1
1
dimensional constrained soliton hierarchies [30, 35] as the stationary ones of the correspond-
ing hierarchies with self-consistent sources, we develop a systematical way to find integrable
(2+1)-dimensional soliton hierarchies with self-consistent sources and their Lax representa-
tions. For example, in [36] and [37], the integrable KP hierarchy with self-consistent sources
(KPHSCS) and mKP hierarchy with self-consistent sources (mKPHSCS) together with their
Lax representations are obtained, and the generalized binary Darboux transformations with
arbitrary functions in time t for the KP equation with self-consistent sources (KPESCS)
and mKP equation with self-consistent sources (mKEHSCS) are constructed to obtain some
interesting solutions.
Ba¨cklund transformations generated via gauge invariance have been shown to be a power-
ful tool to investigate the soliton hierarchies in the last three decades. The 2+1 dimensional
Ba¨cklund transformations employed were constructed by the so-called Dressing Method
based on appropriate gauge transformation [22]. This dressing approach had been earlier
used to construct auto-Ba¨cklund transformations for the KP, two-dimensional three wave
and Davey-Stewartson equations in turn [20, 21]. Konopelchenko, Oevel et al extended this
method to investigate some important 2+1 dimensional integrable hierarchies constructed
in the framework of Sato theory, such as the KP hierarchy, the mKP hierarchy and the Dym
hierarchy [23-33]. Via gauge transformations utilizing eigenfunctions and adjoint eigenfunc-
tions, auto-Ba¨cklund transformations and Ba¨cklund transformations between these hierar-
chies are constructed which reveal the intimate connections between them. Also, gauge
transformations are applicable to investigate the constrained KP and constrained mKP hier-
archies [27, 30, 32, 33]. These Ba¨cklund transformations map the bi-Hamiltonian structure
of the constrained KP hierarchy to that of the constrained mKP hierarchy [30, 32, 33].
From the Darboux transformations for the KP equation [34] and mKP equation [38],
the auto-Ba¨cklund transformations for the first equation in the KPHSCS and mKPHSCS,
i.e., for the KPESCS and mKPESCS have been constructed respectively in [36] and [37].
But the auto-Ba¨cklund transformations for these two hierarchies with self-consistent sources
and the relation between them still remain unknown. In this paper, we are devoted to find-
ing the gauge invariance of the KPHSCS and mKPHSCS and the relation between them.
Since in our approach we regard the constrained hierarchy as the stationary hierarchy of
the corresponding hierarchy with self-consistent sources, the known information about the
constrained hierarchy may be suggestive for us to obtain the information about the cor-
responding hierarchy with self-consistent sources. The constrained KP hierarchy (cKPH)
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studied in [27, 32, 33] may be treated as the stationary hierarchy of the KPHSCS, so it is
straightforward for us to generalize the auto-Ba¨cklund transformations for the cKPH stud-
ied in [27, 33] to those for the KPHSCS. Though the constrained mKP hierarchy (cmKPH)
considered in [30, 32, 33] is different from the stationary hierarchy of the mKPHSCS in our
case, the idea of constructing Ba¨cklund transformations for it is still helpful. In this paper,
utilizing the associated eigenfunctions and adjoint eigenfunctions, we construct several types
of auto-Ba¨cklund transformations for the KPHSCS and mKPHSCS respectively. Their com-
positions and iteration are formulated. The Ba¨cklund transformations between them are
also considered. As pointed out in the paper, the results obtained here will recover some
known results for some degenerate cases obtained in [27, 32, 33].
The paper is organized as follows. First, we briefly review some notations and useful iden-
tities of the pseudo-differential operators (PDO) in Section 2 and give some general relations
for PDOs under various gauge transformations in Section 3. In the framework of Sato the-
ory, the KPHSCS and mKPHSCS and their conjugate Lax pairs are introduced in Section 4.
Basing on Darboux covariance of the Lax pairs, we construct several types of auto-Ba¨cklund
transformations for the KPHSCS and mKPHSCS respectively via gauge transformations in
terms of the associated eigenfunctions and adjoint eigenfunctions in Section 5 and Section
6. The Ba¨cklund transformations from the KPHSCS to mKPHSCS are also considered in
Section 7.
2 Some notations and identities about the PDO
We will discuss the KPHSCS and mKPHSCS in the framework of Sato theory. First,
we will give some basic notations and identities about the PDO which will be used in our
following discussions. More details about the PDO will be referred to [1-4].
For a PDO of the form
Λ =
∑
i<∞
ui∂
i,
where ∂ = ∂x, ui ∈ g0 and g0 is a differential algebra, we have the following notations
(Λ)≥k =
∑
i≥k
ui∂
i, (Λ)<k =
∑
i<k
ui∂
i, (Λ)k = uk∂
k,
res(Λ) = u−1, (Λ)
∗ =
∑
i<∞
(−1)i∂iui.
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For a given function f , Λf denotes the composition of Λ with the multiplication operator f
while Λ(f) denotes the action of the differential part of Λ on f , i.e.,
Λ(f) = (Λf)0 = [(Λ)≥0f ]0 =
∑
i≥0
uif
(i).
Some identities of the PDO are also useful and we list them below
(Λ∗)0 = res(∂
−1Λ), (Λ)0 = res(Λ∂
−1), (Λ∂−1)<0 = (Λ)0∂
−1 + (Λ)<0∂
−1,
[(Λ)≥0]
∗ = [Λ∗]≥0, (∂
−1Λ)<0 = ∂
−1(Λ∗)0 + ∂
−1(Λ)<0.
3 Gauge transformations
Here we will give some results about gauge transformations for the PDOs from which the
Ba¨cklund transformations for the KPHSCS and mKPHSCS originate.
Lemma 3.1 For arbitrary PDO A, functions f and g, the following identities hold:
1)(f−1Af)≥1 = f
−1(A)≥0f − f
−1(A)≥0(f),
2)(f∂f−1Af∂−1f−1)≥0 = f∂f
−1(A)≥0f∂
−1f−1 − f(f−1(A)≥0(f))x∂
−1f−1,
3)(f−1Af)≥1 = f
−1(A)≥1f − f
−1(A)≥1(f),
4)(f−1x ∂A∂
−1fx)≥1 = f
−1
x ∂(A)≥1∂
−1fx − f
−1
x ((A)≥1(f))x,
5)(∂−1gAg−1∂)≥1 = ∂
−1g(A)≥0g
−1∂ − ∂−1g−1(A)∗≥0(g)∂,
6)(g−1∂−1gAg−1∂g)≥0 = g
−1∂−1g(A)≥0g
−1∂g + g−1∂−1g[g−1(A≥0)
∗(g)]x,
7)(∂−1gxAg
−1
x ∂)≥1 = ∂
−1gx(A)≥1g
−1
x ∂ − ∂
−1g−1x [(A)≥1]
∗(gx)∂,
8)(∂−1g∂A∂−1g−1∂)≥1 = ∂
−1g∂(A)≥1∂
−1g−1∂ − ∂−1g−1[∂(A)≥1∂
−1]∗(g)∂.
The results of 1)−4) are given by Oevel and Rogers in [28] and the remaining can be proved
directly.
Lemma 3.2 Let L be an arbitrary PDO and f(x, tq) 6= 0, g(x, tq) be arbitrary functions,
the following identities hold:
1)If L˜ = f−1Lf , f˜ = f−1g and g˜ = D−1(fg), where D−1 defines the integral operation
D−1(f) =
∫ x
f(ξ)dξ, then
(L˜q)≥1 = [f
−1(Lq)≥0f ]≥1,
f˜tq − (L˜
q)≥1(f˜) = −f
−2g[ftq − (L
q)≥0(f)] + f
−1[gtq − (L
q)≥0(g)],
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g˜tq + [∂(L˜
q)≥1∂
−1]∗(g˜) = g˜tq + D
−1([(L˜q)≥1]
∗(g˜x)) = D
−1[f(gtq + (L
q)∗≥0(g))] + D
−1[g(ftq −
(Lq)≥0(f))],
2)If L˜ = f∂f−1Lf∂−1f−1, f˜ = f(f−1g)x and g˜ = f
−1D−1(fg), then
(L˜q)≥0 = [f∂f
−1(Lq)≥0f∂
−1f−1]≥0,
f˜tq − (L˜
q)≥0(f˜) = −g[f
−1(ftq − (L
q)≥0(f))]x + f [f
−1(gtq − (L
q)≥0(g))]x,
g˜tq+(L˜
q)∗≥0(g˜) = −f
−2D−1(fg)[ftq−(L
q)≥0(f)]+f
−1D−1[f(gtq+(L
q)∗≥0(g))]+f
−1D−1[g(ftq−
(Lq)≥0(f))],
3)If L˜ = f−1Lf , f˜ = f−1g and g˜ = D−1(fgx), then
(L˜q)≥1 = [f
−1(Lq)≥1f ]≥1,
f˜tq − (L˜
q)≥1(f˜) = −f
−2g[ftq − (L
q)≥1(f)] + f
−1[gtq − (L
q)≥1(g)],
g˜tq + [∂(L˜
q)≥1∂
−1]∗(g˜) = D−1[f(gtq + (∂(L
q)≥1∂
−1)∗(g))] +D−1[gx(ftq − (L
q)≥1(f))],
4)If L˜ = f−1x ∂L∂
−1fx, f˜ = f
−1
x gx and g˜ = D
−1(fxg), then
(L˜q)≥1 = [f
−1
x ∂(L
q)≥1∂
−1fx]≥1,
f˜tq − (L˜
q)≥1(f˜) = −f
−2
x gx[ftq − (L
q)≥1(f)]x + f
−1
x [gtq − (L
q)≥1(g)]x,
g˜tq + [∂(L˜
q)≥1∂
−1]∗(g˜) = D−1[fx(gtq + (∂(L
q)≥1∂
−1)∗(g))] +D−1[g(ftq − (L
q)≥1(f))x].
Parts of the above results (for f˜) are given by Oevel and Rogers in [28], the remaining for g˜
can be proved directly following Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.3 Let L be an arbitrary PDO and f(x, tq), g(x, tq) 6= 0 be arbitrary functions,
the following identities hold:
1)If L˜ = ∂−1gLg−1∂, f˜ = D−1(fg) and g˜ = fg−1, then
(L˜q)≥1 = [∂
−1g(Lq)≥0g
−1∂]≥1,
f˜tq − (L˜
q)≥1(f˜) = D
−1[g(ftq − (L
q)≥0(f))] +D
−1[f(gtq + (L
q)∗≥0(g))],
g˜tq + [∂(L˜
q)≥1∂
−1]∗(g˜) = g−1[ftq + (L
q)∗≥0(f)]− g
−2f [gtq + (L
q)∗≥0(g)],
2)If L˜ = g−1∂−1gLg−1∂g, f˜ = g−1D−1(fg) and g˜ = g(g−1f)x, then
(L˜q)≥0 = [g
−1∂−1g(Lq)≥0g
−1∂g]≥0,
f˜tq−(L˜
q)≥0(f˜) = −g
−2D−1(fg)[gtq+(L
q)∗≥0(g)]+g
−1D−1[g(ftq−(L
q)≥0(f))]+g
−1D−1[f(gtq+
(Lq)∗≥0(g))],
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g˜tq + (L˜
q)∗≥0(g˜) = g[g
−1(ftq + (L
q)∗≥0(f))]x − f [g
−1(gtq + (L
q)∗≥0(g))]x,
3)If L˜ = ∂−1gxLg
−1
x ∂, f˜ = D
−1(fgx) and g˜ = fxg
−1
x , then
(L˜q)≥1 = [∂
−1gx(L
q)≥1g
−1
x ∂]≥1,
f˜tq − (L˜
q)≥1(f˜) = D
−1[f(gtq + (∂(L
q)≥1∂
−1)∗(g))x] +D
−1[gx(ftq − (L
q)≥1(f))],
g˜tq + [∂(L˜
q)≥1∂
−1]∗(g˜) = g−1x [ftq + (∂(L
q)≥1∂
−1)∗(f)]x − g
−2
x fx[gtq + (∂(L
q)≥1∂
−1)∗(g)]x,
4)If L˜ = ∂−1g∂L∂−1g−1∂, f˜ = D−1(fxg) and g˜ = fg
−1, then
(L˜q)≥1 = [∂
−1g∂(Lq)≥1∂
−1g−1∂]≥1,
f˜tq − (L˜
q)≥1(f˜) = D
−1[fx(gtq + (∂(L
q)≥1∂
−1)∗(g))] +D−1[g(ftq − (L
q)≥1(f))x],
g˜tq + [∂(L˜
q)≥1∂
−1]∗(g˜) = g−1[ftq + (∂(L
q)≥1∂
−1)∗(f)]− g−2f [gtq + (∂(L
q)≥1∂
−1)∗(g)].
These results can be proved directly following Lemma 3.1.
4 The KPHSCS and mKPHSCS
1.Consider the PDO of the form
L = LKP = ∂ + (u(t)/2)∂
−1 + u1(t)∂
−2 + ..., t = (t1 = x, t2, · · · ), (4.1)
which satisfies the constraint
Ln = (Ln)≥0+
N∑
i=1
qi(t)∂
−1ri(t) = ∂
n+ωn−2(t)∂
n−2+· · ·+ω0(t)+
N∑
i=1
qi(t)∂
−1ri(t), ωn−2 =
n
2
u,
(4.2)
with qi(t), ri(t) satisfy
(qi)tk = (L
k)≥0(qi), (ri)tk = −(L
k)∗≥0(ri), k, n ∈ N,
where
(Lk)≥0 = [(L
n)
k
n ]≥0 = [((L
n)≥0 +
N∑
i=1
qi∂
−1ri)
k
n ]≥0.
Starting from the PDO Ln (4.2) and requiring k < n, the KPHSCS is defined by the following
Lax representation [36]
((Lk)≥0)tn − (L
n)tk + [(L
k)≥0, L
n] = 0, (4.3a)
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(qi)tk = (L
k)≥0(qi), (4.3b)
(ri)tk = −(L
k)∗≥0(ri), i = 1, ..., N. (4.3c)
Under (4.3b) and (4.3c), (4.3a) will be obtained by the compatibility condition of either
ψtk = (L
k)≥0(ψ), (4.4a)
ψtn = (L
n)≥0(ψ) +
N∑
i=1
qiD
−1(riψ), (4.4b)
or
ψ¯tk = −(L
k)∗≥0(ψ¯), (4.5a)
ψ¯tn = −(L
n)∗≥0(ψ¯) +
N∑
i=1
riD
−1(qiψ¯). (4.5b)
ψ and ψ¯ will be called the eigenfunction and adjoint eigenfunction of the KPHSCS (4.3)
respectively.
(4.3) will be often written as equations of the fields u, qi and ri when the auxiliary fields
ωn−3,· · · ,ω0 are eliminated. For example, when k = 2,n = 3, we will get the KPESCS as
[12, 36]
[4ut − 6uux − uxxx + 8(
N∑
j=1
qjrj)x]x − 3uyy = 0, (4.6a)
qj,y = qj,xx + uqj, (4.6b)
rj,y = −rj,xx − urj, j = 1, ..., N. (4.6c)
2.Consider another PDO of the form
L = LmKP = ∂ + v(t) + v1(t)∂
−1 + ..., (4.7)
which satisfies the constraint
Ln = (Ln)≥1+
N∑
i=1
qi(t)∂
−1ri(t)∂ = ∂
n+pin−1(t)∂
n−1+· · ·+pi1(t)∂+
N∑
i=1
qi(t)∂
−1ri(t)∂, pin−1 = nv,
(4.8)
with qi(t), ri(t) satisfy
(qi)tk = (L
k)≥1(qi), (ri)tk = −(∂(L
k)≥1∂
−1)∗(ri), k, n ∈ N,
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where
(Lk)≥1 = [(L
n)
k
n ]≥1 = [((L
n)≥1 +
N∑
i=1
qi∂
−1ri∂)
k
n ]≥1.
Starting from the PDO (4.8) and requiring k < n, the mKPHSCS is defined by the following
Lax representation [37]
((Lk)≥1)tn − (L
n)tk + [(L
k)≥1, L
n] = 0, (4.9a)
(qi)tk = (L
k)≥1(qi), (4.9b)
(ri)tk = −(∂(L
k)≥1∂
−1)∗(ri), i = 1, ..., N. (4.9c)
Under (4.9b) and (4.9c), (4.9a) will be obtained by the compatibility condition of either
φtk = (L
k)≥1(φ), (4.10a)
φtn = (L
n)≥1(φ) +
N∑
i=1
qiD
−1(riφx), (4.10b)
or
φ¯tk = −(∂(L
k)≥1∂
−1)∗(φ¯), (4.11a)
φ¯tn = −(∂(L
n)≥1∂
−1)∗(φ¯)−
N∑
i=1
riD
−1(qiφ¯x). (4.11b)
φ and φ¯ will be called the eigenfunction and adjoint eigenfunction of the mKPHSCS (4.9)
respectively.
(4.9) will be often written as equations of the fields v, qi and ri when the auxiliary fields
pin−2,· · · ,pi1 are eliminated. For example, When k = 2,n = 3, we will get the mKPESCS as
[37]
4vt − vxxx − 3D
−1(vyy)− 6D
−1(vy)vx + 6v
2vx + 4
N∑
i=1
(qiri)x = 0, (4.12a)
qi,y = qi,xx + 2vqi,x, (4.12b)
ri,y = −ri,xx + 2vri,x, i = 1, ..., N. (4.12c)
The identities shown in Section 3 lead in a natural way to invariances and relations of
the KPHSCS and mKPHSCS. We will discuss them in the following sections.
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5 The auto-Ba¨cklund transformations for the KPH-
SCS
1. Auto-Ba¨cklund transformation utilizing eigenfunction.
Theorem 5.1 Let Ln of (4.2) satisfy the KPHSCS (4.3) and ψ be the corresponding eigen-
function. The function f 6= 0 satisfies (4.4).
Define
T1[f ] : L
n f7−→ L˜n
by
L˜n = (χ1L
nχ−11 )≥0 +
N∑
i=1
q˜i∂
−1r˜i, (5.1a)
where
χ1 = f∂f
−1, q˜i = f(f
−1qi)x, r˜i = −f
−1D−1(rif), i = 1, ..., N. (5.1b)
Then L˜n will also satisfy the KPHSCS (4.3). So, T1[f ] defines an auto-Ba¨cklund transfor-
mation for the KPHSCS (4.3).
Proof:It is straightforward to see (L˜n)≥0 has the same form as (L
n)≥0, i.e.,
(L˜n)≥0 = (χ1L
nχ−11 )≥0 = ∂
n + ω˜n−2∂
n−2 + · · ·+ ω˜0, ω˜n+2 =
nu˜
2
=
n
2
(u+ 2(lnf)xx).
Furthermore, we can find that for k < n,
(L˜k)≥0 = [(L˜
n)
k
n ]≥0 = [((L˜
n)≥0)
k
n ]≥0 = [((χ1L
nχ−11 )≥0)
k
n ]≥0 = [(χ1L
nχ−11 )
k
n ]≥0
= [χ1(L
n)
k
nχ−11 ]≥0 = [χ1(L
k)≥0χ
−1
1 ]≥0.
Define ψ˜ = f(f−1ψ)x. From Lemma3.2 2), we can easily see that q˜i,r˜i and ψ˜ satisfy
(4.3b),(4.3c) and (4.4a) w.r.t. L˜n respectively. Besides,
ψ˜tn − (L˜
n)≥0(ψ˜) = −ψ[f
−1(ftn − (L
n)≥0(f))]x + f [f
−1(ψtn − (L
n)≥0(ψ))]x
= −ψ[f−1
∑N
i=1 qiD
−1(rif)]x + f [f
−1
∑N
i=1 qiD
−1(riψ)]x
= −ψ
∑N
i=1(f
−1qi)xD
−1(rif) + f
∑N
i=1(f
−1qi)xD
−1(riψ)
= −
∑N
i=1(f
−1qi)xf [f
−1ψD−1(rif)−D
−1(riff
−1ψ)]
=
∑N
i=1 f(f
−1qi)xD
−1[−f−1D−1(rif)f(f
−1ψ)x]
=
∑N
i=1 q˜iD
−1(r˜iψ˜),
so ψ˜ satisfies (4.4b) w.r.t. L˜n.
This completes the proof.
2. Auto-Ba¨cklund transformation utilizing adjoint eigenfunction.
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Theorem 5.2 Let Ln of (4.2) satisfy the KPHSCS (4.3) and ψ be the corresponding eigen-
function. The function g 6= 0 satisfies (4.5).
Define
T2[g] : L
n g7−→ L˜n
by
L˜n = (χ2L
nχ−12 )≥0 +
N∑
i=1
q˜i∂
−1r˜i, (5.2a)
where
χ2 = g
−1∂−1g, q˜i = g
−1D−1(gqi), r˜i = −g(rig
−1)x, i = 1, ..., N. (5.2b)
Then L˜n will also satisfy the KPHSCS (4.3). So, T2[g] defines an auto-Ba¨cklund transfor-
mation for the KPHSCS (4.3).
Proof: It is straightforward to see (L˜n)≥0 has the same form as (L
n)≥0, i.e.,
(L˜n)≥0 = (χ2L
nχ−12 )≥0 = ∂
n + ω˜n−2∂
n−2 + · · ·+ ω˜0, ω˜n+2 =
nu˜
2
=
n
2
(u+ 2(lng)xx).
Furthermore, we can find that for k < n,
(L˜k)≥0 = [(L˜
n)
k
n ]≥0 = [((L˜
n)≥0)
k
n ]≥0 = [((χ2L
nχ−12 )≥0)
k
n ]≥0 = [(χ2L
nχ−12 )
k
n ]≥0
= [χ2(L
n)
k
nχ−12 ]≥0 = [χ2(L
k)≥0χ
−1
2 ]≥0.
Define ψ˜ = g−1D−1(gψ). From Lemma3.3 2), we can easily see that q˜i,r˜i and ψ˜ satisfy
(4.3b),(4.3c) and (4.4a) w.r.t. L˜n respectively. Besides,
ψ˜tn − (L˜
n)≥0(ψ˜)
= −g−2D−1(gψ)[gtn + (L
n)∗≥0(g)] + g
−1D−1[g(ψtn − (L
n)≥0(ψ))] + g
−1D−1[ψ(gtn + (L
n)∗≥0(g))]
= −g−2D−1(gψ)
∑N
i=1 riD
−1(gqi) + g
−1D−1[g
∑N
i=1 qiD
−1(riψ)] + g
−1D−1[ψ
∑N
i=1 riD
−1(gqi)]
= −g−1
∑N
i=1D
−1(gqi)D
−1(riψ)− g
−2
∑N
i=1D
−1(gψ)D−1(gqi)ri
= −
∑N
i=1 g
−1D−1(gqi)[−D
−1(rig
−1gψ) + g−1riD
−1(gψ)]
= −
∑N
i=1 g
−1D−1(gqi)D
−1[(g−1ri)xD
−1(gψ)]
=
∑N
i=1 q˜iD
−1(r˜iψ˜),
so ψ˜ satisfies (4.4b) w.r.t. L˜n.
This completes the proof.
3. T : composition of T1 and T2.
Let Ln of (4.2) be a solution of the KPHSCS (4.3), f 6= 0 and g 6= 0 satisfy (4.4) and (4.5)
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respectively. Utilizing f , T1[f ] transforms L
n into L˜n = (L˜n)≥0+
∑N
i=1 q˜i∂
−1r˜i which is a new
solution of the KPHSCS (4.3). It is easy to prove that g˜ = f−1D−1(fg) satisfies (4.5) w.r.t.
L˜n. So utilizing g˜ again, L˜n will be transformed by T2[g˜] into Lˆ
n = (Lˆn)≥0+
∑N
j=1 qˆj∂
−1rˆj =
∂n + ωˆn−2∂
n−2 + · · ·+ ωˆ0 +
∑N
j=1 qˆj∂
−1rˆj (ωˆn−2 =
n
2
uˆ) which will satisfy the KPHSCS (4.3)
again. We list the results below.
Lˆn
△
= T [f, g](Ln) = (T2[g˜] ◦ T1[f ])(L
n) = (χLnχ−1)≥0 +
∑N
j=1 qˆj∂
−1rˆj,
χ = g˜−1∂−1g˜f∂f−1, (g˜ = f−1D−1(fg)),
(5.3a)
uˆ = u+ 2[ln(D−1(fg))]xx, (5.3b)
qˆi
△
= T [f, g](qi) = (T2[g˜] ◦ T1[f ])(qi) = qi −
fD−1(qig)
D−1(fg)
, (5.3c)
rˆi
△
= T [f, g](qi) = (T2[g˜] ◦ T1[f ])(ri) = ri −
gD−1(rif)
D−1(fg)
. (5.3d)
Remark:
1.When ((Lk)≥0)tn = 0, (4.3) will degenerate to the constrained KP hierarchy. Corre-
spondingly, T1[f ] with f satisfying (4.4a) and T2[g] with g satisfying (4.5a) will give auto-
Ba¨cklund transformations for the constrained KP hierarchy (be strictly, not the whole hi-
erarchy because k < n). Different from our case that the auto-Ba¨cklund transformations
here are constructed directly for Ln (4.2), that constructed in [27] is for L (4.1). So in order
to preserve the constraint form of (4.2), f used in [27] has to satisfy an extra eigenvalue
problem (Ln)≥0(f) +
∑N
i=1 qiD
−1(rif) = λf .
2.When qj = rj = 0,j = 1, · · · , N , (4.3) will degenerate to the KP hierarchy. T1[f ],T2[g]
and T [f, g] introduced above will degenerate to the auto-Ba¨cklund transformations for the
KP hierarchy based on gauge transformations which have been widely studied in [24-31](f
and g now only need to be eigenfunction and adjoint eigenfunction of the KP hierarchy, i.e.,
satisfy (4.4) and (4.5) respectively with qi = ri = 0);
3.When k = 2 and n = 3, T1[f ], T2[g] and T [f, g] introduced above will give rise to the
auto-Ba¨cklund transformations for the KPESCS (4.6) induced by the backward, forward and
binary Darboux transformations respectively [36](f and g now only need to be eigenfunction
and adjoint eigenfunction of the KPESCS respectively).
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4.(Iteration of T )
Assuming ψ1, ..., ψn are n arbitrary solutions of (4.4) and ψ¯1, ..., ψ¯n are n arbitrary solutions
of (4.5), we define the following Wronskians (Gramm Determinants):
W1(ψ1, ..., ψn; ψ¯1, ..., ψ¯n) = det(Un×n),
W2(ψ1, ..., ψn; ψ¯1, ..., ψ¯n−1) = det(Vn×n),
W3(ψ1, ..., ψn−1; ψ¯1, ..., ψ¯n) = det(Xn×n),
(5.4)
where
Ui,j = D
−1(ψ¯iψj), i, j = 1, ..., n, (5.5a)
Vi,j = Ui,j, i = 1, ..., n− 1, j = 1, ..., n; Vn,j = ψj , j = 1, ..., n, (5.5b)
Xi,j = D
−1(ψ¯jψi), i = 1, ..., n− 1, j = 1, ..., n; Xn,j = ψ¯j , j = 1, ..., n. (5.5c)
We denote u[n], qi[n] and ri[n] as the n times iteration of T on u, qi and ri respectively, then
the following formulas hold.
u[n] = u+ 2∂2lnW1(f1, ..., fn; g1, ..., gn), (5.6a)
qi[n] =
W2(f1, ..., fn, qi; g1, ..., gn)
W1(f1, ..., fn; g1, ..., gn)
, (5.6b)
ri[n] =
W3(f1, ..., fn; g1, ..., gn, ri)
W1(f1, ..., fn; g1, ..., gn)
, (5.6c)
where fi and gi, i = 1, · · · , n are arbitrary solutions of (4.4) and (4.5) respectively.
We can prove (5.6) in the same way as we did in [36] and we omit it here.
6 The auto-Ba¨cklund transformations for the mKPH-
SCS
1. Auto-Ba¨cklund transformations utilizing eigenfunction.
Theorem 6.1 Let Ln of (4.8) satisfy the mKPHSCS (4.9) and φ is the corresponding eigen-
function. The function f 6= 0 satisfies (4.10).Define
G1[f ] : L
n f7−→ L˜n
by
L˜n = (f−1Lnf)≥1 +
N∑
j=1
q˜j∂
−1r˜j∂, q˜j = f
−1qj , r˜j = D
−1(rj,xf), j = 1, ..., N. (6.1)
Then L˜n will also satisfy the mKPHSCS (4.9).
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Proof:It is straightforward to see (L˜n)≥1 has the same form as (L
n)≥1, i.e.,
(L˜n)≥1 = (f
−1Lnf)≥1 = ∂
n + p˜in−1∂
n−1 + · · ·+ p˜i1∂, p˜in−1 = nv˜ = n(v + (lnf)x).
Furthermore we can find that for k < n,
(L˜k)≥1 = [(L˜
n)
k
n ]≥1 = [((L˜
n)≥1)
k
n ]≥1 = [((f
−1Lnf)≥1)
k
n ]≥1 = [(f
−1Lnf)
k
n ]≥1
= [f−1(Ln)
k
nf ]≥1 = [f
−1(Lk)≥1f ]≥1.
Define φ˜ = f−1φ. From Lemma3.2 3), we can easily see that q˜i,r˜i,i = 1, ..., N and φ˜ satisfy
(4.9b),(4.9c) and (4.10a) w.r.t. L˜n respectively. Besides,
φ˜tn − (L˜
n)≥1(φ˜) = −f
−2φ[ftn − (L
n)≥1(f)] + f
−1[φtn − (L
n)≥1(φ)]
= −f−2φ
∑N
i=1 qiD
−1(rifx) + f
−1[
∑N
i=1 qiD
−1(riφx)]
= f−2φ
∑N
i=1 qiD
−1(ri,xf)− f
−1
∑N
i=1 qiD
−1(ri,xφ)
=
∑N
i=1 q˜iD
−1(r˜iφ˜x).
So φ˜ satisfies (4.10b) w.r.t. L˜n. This completes the proof.
Theorem 6.2 Let Ln of (4.8) satisfy the mKPHSCS (4.9) and φ be the corresponding eigen-
function. The function f 6= 0 satisfies (4.10).Define
G2[f ] : L
n f7−→ L˜n
by
L˜n = (f−1x ∂L
n∂−1fx)≥1+
N∑
j=1
q˜j∂
−1r˜j∂, q˜j = f
−1
x qj,x, r˜j = −D
−1(rjfx), j = 1, ..., N. (6.2)
Then L˜n will also satisfy the mKPHSCS (4.9).
Proof:It is straightforward to see (L˜n)≥1 has the same form as (L
n)≥1, i.e.,
(L˜n)≥1 = (f
−1
x ∂L
n∂−1fx)≥1 = ∂
n + p˜in−1∂
n−1 + · · ·+ p˜i1∂, p˜in−1 = nv˜ = n(v + (lnfx)x).
Furthermore we can find that for k < n,
(L˜k)≥1 = [(L˜
n)
k
n ]≥1 = [((L˜
n)≥1)
k
n ]≥1 = [((f
−1
x ∂L
n∂−1fx)≥1)
k
n ]≥1 = [(f
−1
x ∂L
n∂−1fx)
k
n ]≥1
= [f−1x ∂(L
n)
k
n∂−1fx]≥1 = [f
−1
x ∂(L
k)≥1∂
−1fx]≥1.
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Define φ˜ = f−1x φx. From Lemma3.2 4), we can easily see that q˜i,r˜i,i = 1, ..., N and φ˜ satisfy
(4.9b),(4.9c) and (4.10a) w.r.t. L˜n respectively. Besides,
φ˜tn − (L˜
n)≥1(φ˜) = −f
−2
x φx[ftn − (L
n)≥1(f)]x + f
−1
x [φtn − (L
n)≥1(φ)]x
= −f−2x φx[
∑N
i=1 qiD
−1(rifx)]x + f
−1
x [
∑N
i=1 qiD
−1(riφx)]x
= −f−2x φx
∑N
i=1 qi,xD
−1(rifx) + f
−1
x
∑N
i=1 qi,xD
−1(riφx)
=
∑N
i=1 q˜iD
−1(r˜iφ˜x),
so φ˜ satisfies (4.10b) w.r.t. L˜n.
This completes the proof.
2. Auto-Ba¨cklund transformations utilizing adjoint eigenfunction.
Theorem 6.3 Let Ln of (4.8) satisfy the mKPHSCS (4.9) and φ be the corresponding eigen-
function. The function g (gx 6= 0) satisfies (4.11).Define
G3[g] : L
n g7−→ L˜n
by
L˜n = (∂−1gxL
ng−1x ∂)≥1+
N∑
j=1
q˜j∂
−1r˜j∂, q˜j = −D
−1(gxqj), r˜j = rj,xg
−1
x , j = 1, ..., N. (6.3)
Then L˜n will also satisfy the mKPHSCS (4.9).
Proof: It is straightforward to see (L˜n)≥1 has the same form as (L
n)≥1, i.e.,
(L˜n)≥1 = (∂
−1gxL
ng−1x ∂)≥1 = ∂
n + p˜in−1∂
n−1 + · · ·+ p˜i1∂, p˜in−1 = nv˜ = n(v − (lngx)x).
Furthermore we can find that for k < n,
(L˜k)≥1 = [(L˜
n)
k
n ]≥1 = [((L˜
n)≥1)
k
n ]≥1 = [((∂
−1gxL
ng−1x ∂)≥1)
k
n ]≥1 = [(∂
−1gxL
ng−1x ∂)
k
n ]≥1
= [∂−1gx(L
n)
k
ng−1x ∂]≥1 = [∂
−1gx(L
k)≥1g
−1
x ∂]≥1.
Define φ˜ = D−1(gxφ). From Lemma3.3 3), we can easily see that q˜i,r˜i,i = 1, ..., N and φ˜
satisfy (4.9b),(4.9c) and (4.10a) w.r.t. L˜n respectively. Besides,
φ˜tn − (L˜
n)≥1(φ˜) = D
−1[gx(φtn − (L
n)≥1(φ))] +D
−1[φ(gtn + (∂(L
n)≥1∂
−1)∗(g))x]
= D−1[gx(
∑N
i=1 qiD
−1(riφx))] +D
−1[φ(−
∑N
i=1 riD
−1(qigx))x]
= D−1[
∑N
i=1 gxqi(riφ−D
−1(ri,xφ))]−D
−1[
∑N
i=1 φri,xD
−1(qigx) + φrigxqi]
= −
∑N
i=1D
−1[D−1(ri,xφ)qigx + φri,xD
−1(qigx)]
= −
∑N
i=1D
−1(ri,xφ)D
−1(qigx)
=
∑N
i=1 q˜iD
−1(r˜iφ˜x),
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so φ˜ satisfies (4.10b) w.r.t. L˜n.
This completes the proof.
Theorem 6.4 Let Ln of (4.8)satisfy the mKPHSCS (4.9) and φ be the corresponding eigen-
function. The function g 6= 0 satisfies (4.11).Define
G4[g] : L
n g7−→ L˜n
by
L˜n = (∂−1g∂Ln∂−1g−1∂)≥1 +
N∑
j=1
q˜j∂
−1r˜j∂, q˜j = D
−1(gqj,x), r˜j = rjg
−1, j = 1, ..., N.
(6.4)
Then L˜n will also satisfy the mKPHSCS (4.9).
Proof: It is straightforward to see (L˜n)≥1 has the same form as (L
n)≥1, i.e.,
(L˜n)≥1 = (∂
−1g∂Ln∂−1g−1∂)≥1 = ∂
n + p˜in−1∂
n−1 + · · ·+ p˜i1∂, p˜in−1 = nv˜ = n(v − (lng)x).
Furthermore we can find that for k < n,
(L˜k)≥1 = [(L˜
n)
k
n ]≥1 = [((L˜
n)≥1)
k
n ]≥1 = [((∂
−1g∂Ln∂−1g−1∂)≥1)
k
n ]≥1 = [(∂
−1g∂Ln∂−1g−1∂)
k
n ]≥1
= [∂−1g∂(Ln)
k
n∂−1g−1∂]≥1 = [∂
−1g∂(Lk)≥1∂
−1g−1∂]≥1.
Define φ˜ = D−1(gφx). From Lemma3.3 4), we can easily see that q˜i,r˜i,i = 1, ..., N and φ˜
satisfy (4.9b),(4.9c) and (4.10a) w.r.t. L˜n respectively. Besides,
φ˜tn − (L˜
n)≥1(φ˜) = D
−1[g(φtn − (L
n)≥1(φ))x] +D
−1[φx(gtn + (∂(L
n)≥1∂
−1)∗(g))]
= D−1[g(
∑N
i=1 qiD
−1(riφx))x] +D
−1[φx(−
∑N
i=1 riD
−1(qigx))]
= D−1[
∑N
i=1 g(qiriφx + qi,xD
−1(riφx))]
−D−1[
∑N
i=1 φxri(gqi −D
−1(qi,xg))]
=
∑N
i=1D
−1(gqi,x)D
−1(φxri)
=
∑n
i=1 q˜iD
−1(r˜iφ˜x),
so φ˜ satisfies (4.10b) w.r.t. L˜n.
This completes the proof.
3.Compositions of Gi.
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(1)G12:composition of G1 and G2.
Let Ln of (4.8) satisfy the mKPHSCS (4.9), f1 (f1 6= 0 and f1,x 6= 0) and f2 = 1 satisfy
(4.10). Utilizing f1, G1[f1] transforms L
n into L˜n = (L˜n)≥1+
∑N
j=1 q˜j∂
−1r˜j∂, a new solution
of the mKPHSCS (4.9). It is not difficult to prove that f˜2 = f
−1
1 f2 = f
−1
1 satisfies (4.10)
w.r.t. L˜n. So utilizing f˜2 again, G2[f˜2] transforms L˜
n into another solution Lˆn = (Lˆn)≥1 +∑N
j=1 qˆj∂
−1rˆj∂. We list the results below.
Lˆn
△
= G12[f1](L
n) = (G2[f˜2] ◦G1[f1])(L
n) = (f−11,xf
2
1∂f
−1
1 L
nf1∂
−1f−21 f1,x)≥1 +
N∑
j=1
qˆj∂
−1rˆj∂,
(6.5a)
qˆj
△
= G12[f1](qj) = (G2[f˜2] ◦G1[f1])(qj) = f
−1
1,x(f1,xqj − f1qj,x), (6.5b)
rˆj
△
= G12[f1](rj) = (G2[f˜2] ◦G1[f1])(rj) = f
−1
1 D
−1(rjf1,x), j = 1, ..., N. (6.5c)
(2)G34:composition of G3 and G4.
Let Ln of (4.8) satisfy the mKPHSCS (4.9), g1 (g1 6= 0 and g1,x 6= 0) and g2 = 1 satisfy
(4.11). Utilizing g1, G3[g1] transforms L
n into L˜n = (L˜n)≥1+
∑N
j=1 q˜j∂
−1r˜j∂, a new solution
of the mKPHSCS (4.9). It is not difficult to prove that g˜2 = g
−1
1 g2 = g
−1
1 satisfies (4.11)
w.r.t. L˜n. So utilizing g˜2 again, G4[g˜2] transforms L˜
n into Lˆn = (Lˆn)≥1 +
∑N
j=1 qˆj∂
−1rˆj∂.
We list the results below.
Lˆn
△
= G34[g1](L
n) = (G4[g˜2] ◦G3[g1])(L
n)
= (∂−1g1,xg
−2
1 ∂
−1g1∂L
n∂−1g−11 ∂g
−1
1,xg
2
1∂)≥1 +
∑N
j=1 q˜j∂
−1r˜j∂,
(6.6a)
qˆj
△
= G34[g1](qj) = (G4[g˜2] ◦G3[g1])(qj) = g
−1
1 D
−1(qjg1,x), (6.6b)
rˆj
△
= G34[g1](qj) = (G4[g˜2] ◦G3[g1])(rj) = g
−1
1,x(g1,xrj − g1rj,x), j = 1, ..., N. (6.6c)
(3)G: composition of G12 and G34.
Let Ln of (4.8) satisfy the mKPHSCS (4.9), f (f 6= 0 and fx 6= 0) and g (g 6= 0 and
gx 6= 0) satisfy (4.10) and (4.11) respectively. Utilizing f , G12[f ] transforms L
n into L˜n =
(L˜n)≥1 +
∑N
j=1 q˜j∂
−1r˜j∂. It is not difficult to verify that g˜ = G12[f ](g) = f
−1D−1(gfx)
satisfies (4.11) w.r.t. L˜n. So utilizing g˜ again, G34[g˜] transforms L˜
n into another solution of
mKPHSCS (4.9) Lˆn. We list the results below.
Lˆn
△
= G[f, g](Ln) = (G34[g˜] ◦G12[f ])(L
n) = (σLnσ−1)≥1 +
∑N
j=1 qˆj∂
−1rˆj∂
= ∂n + pˆin−1∂
n−1 + · · ·+ pˆi1∂ +
∑N
j=1 qˆj∂
−1rˆj∂,
σ = ∂−1g˜xg˜
−2∂−1g˜∂f−1x f
2∂f−1, (g˜ = f−1D−1(gfx)),
(6.7a)
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pˆin−1 = nvˆ, vˆ = v − [ln(
D−1(fgx)
D−1(fxg)
)]x, (6.7b)
qˆj
△
= G[f, g](qj) = (G34[g˜] ◦G12[f ])(qj) = qj −
fD−1(gqj,x)
D−1(gfx)
, (6.7c)
rˆj
△
= G[f, g](rj) = (G34[g˜] ◦G12[f ])(rj) = rj −
gD−1(frj,x)
D−1(fgx)
, j = 1, ..., N. (6.7d)
Remark:
1.When qj = rj = 0,j = 1, · · · , N , Gi,Gkl and G introduced above will degenerate to
the auto-Ba¨cklund transformations for the mKP hierarchy based on gauge transformations
which have been widely studied in [24-31](Now f only need to be an eigenfunction of the
mKP hierarchy, i.e., satisfy (4.10) with qi = ri = 0. g only need to be an adjoint eigenfunc-
tion (in some articles, often called integrated adjoint eigenfuction) of the mKP hierarchy,
i.e., satisfy (4.11) with qi = ri = 0);
2.When k = 2 and N = 3, G[f, g] introduced above will give rise to the auto-Ba¨cklund
transformation for the mKPESCS (4.12) induced by binary Darboux transformation intro-
duced in [38] (f and g now only need to be eigenfunction and adjoint eigenfunction of the
mKPESCS respectively).
3.(Iteration of G).
Assuming φ1, ..., φn are n arbitrary solutions of (4.10) and φ¯1, ..., φ¯n are n arbitrary solutions
of (4.11), we define the following Wronskians (Gramm Determinants):
W1(φ1, ..., φn; φ¯1, ..., φ¯n) = det(Yn×n),
W2(φ1, ..., φn; φ¯1, ..., φ¯n) = det(Y˜n×n),
W3(φ1, ..., φn; φ¯1, ..., φ¯n−1) = det(Zn×n),
W4(φ1, ..., φn−1; φ¯1, ..., φ¯n) = det(Z˜n×n),
(6.8)
where
Yi,j = D
−1(φ¯jφi,x), i, j = 1, ..., n, (6.9a)
Y˜i,j = D
−1(φ¯j,xφi), i, j = 1, ..., n, (6.9b)
Zi,j = D
−1(φ¯iφj,x), i = 1, ..., n− 1, j = 1, ..., n; Zn,j = φj , j = 1, ..., n, (6.9c)
Z˜i,j = D
−1(φ¯j,xφi), i = 1, ..., n− 1, j = 1, ..., n; Z˜n,j = φ¯j, j = 1, ..., n. (6.9d)
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We denote v[n], qi[n] and ri[n] as the n times iteration of G on v, qi and ri respectively, then
the following formulas hold.
v[n] = v − ∂xln
W2(f1, ..., fn; g1, ..., gn)
W1(f1, ..., fn; g1, ..., gn)
, (6.10a)
qi[n] =
W3(f1, ..., fn, qi; g1, ..., gn)
W1(f1, ..., fn; g1, ..., gn)
, (6.10b)
ri[n] =
W4(f1, ..., fn; g1, ..., gn, ri)
W2(f1, ..., fn; g1, ..., gn)
, (6.10c)
where fi and gi, i = 1, · · · , n are arbitrary solutions of (4.10) and (4.11) respectively.
We can prove (6.10) in the same way as we did in [37] and we omit it here.
7 The Ba¨cklund transformations between the KPH-
SCS and mKPHSCS
(1) Ba¨cklund transformation utilizing eigenfunction of the KPHSCS.
Theorem 7.1 Let Ln of (4.2) satisfy the KPHSCS (4.3) and ψ be the corresponding eigen-
function. The function f 6= 0 satisfies (4.4). Define
M1[f ] : L
n f7−→ L˜n
by
L˜n = (f−1Lnf)≥1 +
N∑
j=1
q˜j∂
−1r˜j∂, q˜j = f
−1qj , r˜j = −D
−1(rjf), j = 1, ..., N. (7.1)
Then L˜n will satisfy the mKPHSCS (4.9).
Proof:It is straightforward to see that
(L˜n)≥1 = (f
−1Lnf)≥1 = ∂
n + p˜in−1∂
n−1 + · · ·+ p˜i1∂, p˜in−1 = nv˜ = n((lnf)x).
Furthermore we can find that for k < n,
(L˜k)≥1 = [(L˜
n)
k
n ]≥1 = [((L˜
n)≥1)
k
n ]≥1 = [((f
−1Lnf)≥1)
k
n ]≥1 = [(f
−1Lnf)
k
n ]≥1
= [f−1(Ln)
k
nf ]≥1 = [f
−1(Lk)≥0f ]≥1.
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Define φ˜ = f−1ψ. From Lemma3.2 1), we can easily see that q˜i,r˜i,i = 1, ..., N and φ˜
satisfy (4.9b),(4.9c) and (4.10a) w.r.t. L˜n respectively. Besides,
φ˜tn − (L˜
n)≥1(φ˜) = −f
−2ψ[ftn − (L
n)≥0(f)] + f
−1[ψtn − (L
n)≥0(ψ)]
= −f−2ψ
∑N
i=1 qiD
−1(rif) + f
−1[
∑N
i=1 qiD
−1(riψ)]
= −
∑N
i=1 f
−1qi[φ˜D
−1(rif)−D
−1(rifφ˜)]
=
∑N
i=1 q˜iD
−1(r˜iφ˜x),
so φ˜ satisfies (4.10b) w.r.t. L˜n.
This completes the proof.
(2) Ba¨cklund transformation utilizing adjoint eigenfunction of the KPHSCS.
Theorem 7.2 Let Ln of (4.2) satisfy the KPHSCS (4.3) and ψ be the corresponding eigen-
function. The function g 6= 0 satisfies (4.5). Define
M2[g] : L
n g7−→ L˜n
by
L˜n = (∂−1gLng−1∂)≥1 +
N∑
j=1
q˜j∂
−1r˜j∂, q˜j = D
−1(gqj), r˜j = rjg
−1, j = 1, ..., N. (7.2)
Then L˜n will satisfy the mKPHSCS (4.9).
Proof:It is straightforward to see that
(L˜n)≥1 = (∂
−1gLng−1∂)≥1 = ∂
n + p˜in−1∂
n−1 + · · ·+ p˜i1∂, p˜in−1 = nv˜ = −n((lng)x).
Furthermore we can find that for k < n,
(L˜k)≥1 = [(L˜
n)
k
n ]≥1 = [((L˜
n)≥1)
k
n ]≥1 = [((∂
−1gLng−1∂)≥1)
k
n ]≥1 = [(∂
−1gLng−1∂)
k
n ]≥1
= [∂−1g(Ln)
k
ng−1∂]≥1 = [∂
−1g(Lk)≥0g
−1∂]≥1.
Define φ˜ = D−1(gψ). From Lemma3.3 1), we can easily see that q˜i,r˜i, i = 1, ..., N , and φ˜
satisfy (4.9b),(4.9c) and (4.10a) w.r.t. L˜n respectively. Besides,
φ˜tn − (L˜
n)≥1(φ˜) = D
−1[ψ(gtn + (L
n)∗≥0(g))] +D
−1[g(ψtn − (L
n)≥0(ψ))]
= D−1[ψ
∑N
i=1 riD
−1(qig)] +D
−1[g
∑N
i=1 qiD
−1(riψ)]
=
∑N
i=1D
−1(gqi)D
−1(riψ)
=
∑N
i=1 q˜iD
−1(r˜iφ˜x).
19
so φ˜ satisfies (4.10b) w.r.t. L˜n.
This completes the proof.
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